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Dealer Castle Country RV - Logan
Phone: 8334418622
Email: import237736@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/15/2023

Description 2023 Viking Viking 18BHS, Viking travel trailer 18BHS highlights: U-Shaped
Dinette Bunk Beds Jackknife Sofa Pass-Through Storage You will love all of the
versatility provided with this travel trailer! The front U-shaped dinette is not only
great for enjoying meals at, but also for transforming into a 54" x 74" Murphy bed
for a good night's rest. There are other sleeping spaces as well with the set of 28"
x 68" bunk beds and jackknife sofa slide. Everyone can rinse the sand out of their
hair with the 24" x 36" shower in the rear corner bathroom, and fill their bellies
with a delicious meal prepared on the two burner cooktop. The exterior pass-
through storage area is big enough to store all of your essential camping gear
too! With any Viking travel trailer, you can experience affordable camping with
your family with the same comforts and quality as the bigger trailers. Each is built
on a BAL NXG frame, and includes a AlphaPly TPO roof (backed by supplier
lifetime warranty), Dexter E-Z Lube axle(s), and HUCK bolt assembly construction.
The interior offers seamless countertops for easy cleanup, a backsplash in the
kitchen, a 7 Cu. Ft. gas/electric refrigerator, sink covers for added counter space,
and a foot flush toilet, plus more. Choose an easy to tow Viking, and start
enjoying the great outdoors without breaking the budget!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: CC32893
VIN Number: 5ZT2VWGCXPJ132893
Condition: New
Length: 21
GVW: 4525
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 1

Item address Logan, Utah, United States
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